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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Diprojo, Suryo. 2019. L3 Translation Strategies used in the Elvish Language 
Subtitle in “The Lord of The Rings” Trilogy. Thesis. English Letters Study 
Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
Advisor : SF. Lukfianka Sanjaya, S.S., M.A. 
 
Keywords : Subtitle Strategy, Operation of L3 Translation, Elvish 
Language, The Lord of The Rings movie Trilogy. 
The Lord of The Rings movies Trilogy are needed translation in the form of 
subtitle to translate the foreign languages that spoken in the movie. These movies 
have 3 languages that spoken in the dialogues. Translation included 3 different 
languages named L3 translation. This research is aimed to describe and analyze the 
subtitle strategies and the operations of L3 translation used by subtitler in 
translating elvish language into english and indonesia subtitle in The Lord of The 
Rings movies Trilogy.  
This research used qualitative approach to describe the results of the 
research. To collect the data, the researcher used several steps, there are watching, 
identifying, classifying, and analyzing. The data are words, clauses, phrases, and 
sentences of elvish language found in the movies. The source data is The Lord of 
The Rings movies Trilogy. In the data validation, this research used validator to 
validate the data.  
The researcher obtains 119 data of elvish language which used subtitling 
strategy in translating into english subtitle in The Lord of The Rings movies 
Trilogy. There are : Transfer 75 data (63%), Paraphrase 34 data (28,5%), 
Transcription 4 data (3%), Deletion 4 data (3%) and Condensation 2 data (1,7%). 
Based on the result of the findings, the researcher concluded that Transfer is the 
most strategy that used by english subtitler. Meanwhile data of elvish language 
which used subtitling strategy in translating from english into indonesia subtitle in 
The Lord of The Rings movies Trilogy. There are : Transfer 99 data (83%), 
Paraphrase 11 data (9,2%), Expansion 4 data (3%), Transcription 3 data (2,5%), 
and Condensation 2 data (1,7%). Based on the result of the findings, the researcher 
concluded that Transfer is the most strategy that used by english subtitler. The 
comparison is the english into indonesia subtitle used more transfer and less 
paraphrase than elvish into english subtitle. The operations of L3 translation found 
in the Lord of The Rings movie trilogy are : Deletion and Substitution. Substitut ion 
is applied more than deletion with number of frequency 65% (78) of the data. 
Meanwhile deletion gains 35% (41) of the data. It shows that the subtliter tends to 
use substitution in L3 translation operations rather than using deletion. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
The growth of film industry around the world with foreign language that 
spoken in the film needs audiovisual translation (AVT) to translate the foreign 
language in most countries. The situation in countries where English is not the 
official language is such that a large volume of audiovisual programmes still needs 
to be translated. Subtitles in the foreign language while watching a foreign film also 
seems to be beneficial to increase vocabulary. 
 In the film industry that really need the subtitle, they must provide subtitle 
to make their movies sold in other countries. The subtitle is useful for people who 
watched the movie, the subtitle helps extending the messages in the movie to the 
consumers who do not understand the language in order to make the consumers 
understand the story easily through subtitles. People love watching movies, 
Hollywood’s movies are the most favorite movies in this world. The languages used 
within the movies are different from daily conversation in many languages from 
many countries. People not only enjoy the movies, but they are also able to learn 
the language through the subtitle.  
Subtitles are translated texts usually displayed below the image, as on a 
cinema or television screen. Subtitles, do not replace the original Source Text (ST), 
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but rather, both are present in synchrony in the subtitled version. Subtitles are said 
to be most successful when not noticed by the viewer (Audiovisual Translation, 
Dias Jorge and Anderman Gunilla : 2009). Subtitler translates such as names, titles, 
ranks or positions of speakers, names of institutions, road signs, billboards and 
whatever that stay on-screen and are significant to the plot. Subtitle has function to 
deliver messages, idea, and utterances from source language to target language. 
For subtitler, translating subtitle text, dialogue, or utterance in movie is not 
as easy as most people think, there are limitations, constrains and process to decide 
and substitute dictions in source language into target language in order to the results 
do not sound rigid. Hatim and Mason (in Venutti : 1997) stated that there are four 
kinds of difficulties working on subtitling. The first is the shift in mode from speech 
to writing. The second is the factor which governs the medium or channel in which 
meaning is to be conveyed. The third is the reduction of the source text as a 
consequence of (2) above and the last but not least is the requirement of matching 
the visual image.  
In analysing the subtitle in the movie, the researcher uses subtitling strategy 
by Gottlieb as the tool to analyze the strategy that used by subtitler to translate 
subtitle of the movie especially on elvish language translation. According to 
Gottlieb (1992:166) the subtitle strategies that can be applied are expansion, 
paraphrase, transfer, imitation, transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, 
deletion, and resignation. The translator uses one of ten strategies based on needs 
and choosing an appropriate subtitle strategy is important for the subtitler in order 
to make a good subtitle. Besides the subtitling strategy, the researcher also uses the 
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rendering operations by Patrick Zabalbeascoa (2004) to analyze the L3 translation 
in the subtitle. Rendering operation is procedure to find out what is the operations 
that used to analyze the L3 translation in the subtitle. There are deletion, repetition, 
and substitution. The main focus of rendering operations is target audience. 
The researcher chose The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy as the subject of 
the research. According to (https://lotr.fandom.com) as the internet movie databese, 
The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy is comprised of three live action fantasy epic 
films; The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001), The Lord of the 
Rings: The Two Towers (2002) and The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King 
(2003). Set in Middle-earth, the three films follow the young Hobbit Frodo Baggins 
as he and the Fellowship embark on a quest to destroy the One Ring, and thus ensure 
the destruction of the Dark Lord Sauron, but the Fellowship becomes broken, and 
Frodo continues the quest together with his loyal companion Sam and the 
treacherous Gollum. Meanwhile the Wizard Gandalf and Aragorn, heir in exile to 
the throne of Gondor, unite and rally the Free Peoples of Middle-earth in several 
battles cumulating in the War of the Ring. The Wizard Saruman is defeated, the 
Ring is destroyed, and Sauron and his forces are vanquished. 
The researcher chose the subtitle of Lord of The Rings Movie in order to 
analyze the elvish language in the movie. The Lord of The Rings movie is one of 
example that has different culture and place. Myth is the side most discussed in the 
movie, it talks about religion, culture, rule, and philosophy. The subtitle has been 
translated into English by Ryszard Derdzinski and English into Indonesian by Rizal 
Adam. The culture is very different from the Indonesian culture, the cultural 
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difference is one of the things that is slightly difficult for the subtitler. Thus, the 
elvish language “Tangado Haid!” is translated into Hold (your) position!. The 
example Tangado means establish, while Haid means place or spot in the 
dictionary. Therefore, the researcher focuses to analyze the subtitle strategies and 
rendering operations of L3 translation are used to elvish language in the subtitle 
Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy.  
B. Limitation of the Problem  
The study that is conducted in this research is the translation strategies 
applied in elvish language in the subtitle of Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy by 
Ryszard Derdzinski and Fansubtitle by Rizal Adam, and assessing the operation of 
L3 translation in the subtitle. The source of the data are taken from the The Lord of 
The Rings Movie Trilogy with the English subtitle translated by Ryszard Derdzinsk i 
and the Indonesian subtitle translated by Rizal Adam. The form of data in this 
research is sentences, phrases, clauses and words of the elvish language in the 
movie subtitle. This research uses subtitle strategies theory by Gottlieb and the 
rendering operations in L3 translation by Patrick Zabalbeascoa. 
C. Problem Statement 
Based on the research background, the formulation of the problem of this 
research could be seen below; 
1. What are the rendering operations of L3 Translation in The Lord of The Rings 
Movie Trilogy?  
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2. What are subtitling strategy and the relation with the operations of L3 Translation 
in The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy?  
D. Objectives of The Study 
Based on the research problems statements above, the objectives of the 
research are: 
1. To know the rendering operations of L3 translation in the subtitle in The 
Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy.  
2. To know the translation strategy used to translate elvish language and the 
relation with L3 translation in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. 
E. The Benefits of The Study 
Based on the objectives of the study, the benefits of this study are: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
 This research is expected to give contribution in English material and enrich the 
theories of subtitling especially about subtitle strategies and L3 translation in 
translating invented language. 
 This research hopefully can be bibliographical resource for the similar and relevant 
research. 
2. Practical Benefits 
 For subtitler this research could extend the comprehension to translate the product 
of subtitle especially the invented language.  
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 For the students this research could extend the comprehension to analyze the 
subtitling strategy and rendering operations in translating invented language. 
 For other researcher this research can be useful to improve their research quality in 
the field of subtitling strategy and rendering operations. 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
In purpose to make the title clear and avoid any different interpretation of 
readers, this research provided several definition of key terms: 
1.  Subtitle Subtitles, sometimes referred to as captions, and are transcriptions of 
film or TV dialogue in a different language, presented simultaneously on the screen 
at the bottom (Karamitroglou, 2000:5) 
2..Translation Strategy as the translator’s potentially conscious plans for solving 
concrete translation problems in the framework of a concrete translation task. 
(Krings, 1986:18) 
3. Rendering Operations of L3 Translation is procedure to find out what is the 
operations that used to analyze the L3 translation in the subtitle. There are deletion, 
repetition, and substitution. 
4. Elvish Language are constructed languages used by Elves in a fantasy setting 
created by J. R. R. Tolkien in The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy 
5. Lord of The Rings Trilogy is comprised of three live action fantasy epic films; 
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001), The Lord of the Rings: 
The Two Towers (2002) and The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003). 
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The movies were directed by Peter Jackson and released by New Line Cinema. The 
trilogy is based on the book The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien and follows 
its general storyline, despite some deviations. (https://lotr.fandom.com)
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Subtitle 
The growth of film industry around the world with foreign language that 
spoken in the film needs audiovisual translation (AVT) to translate the foreign 
language in most countries. The situation in countries where English is not the 
official language is such that a large volume of audiovisual programmes still 
needs to be translated. Subtitles in the foreign language while watching a foreign 
film also seems to be beneficial to increase vocabulary. 
Subtitles are translated texts usually displayed below the image, as on a 
cinema or television screen. Subtitles, do not replace the original Source Text (ST), 
but rather, both are present in synchrony in the subtitled version. Subtitles are said 
to be most successful when not noticed by the viewer (Audiovisual Translation, 
Dias Jorge and Anderman Gunilla : 2009). Subtliter translates such as names, titles, 
ranks or positions of speakers, names of institutions, road signs, billboards and 
whatever that stay on-screen and are significant to the plot. Subtitle has function to 
deliver messages, idea, and utterances from source language to target language.  
Cintas (2003) has classified subtitle into two categories : intralingual and 
interlingual. The first is Intralingual, it is the production of subtitles which remain 
in the equal language as the original and are used for the deaf or hard for hearing or 
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for language learners. The second is Interlingual, it is the subtitling with change in 
mode and language, and from spoken lanuage into written, condensed translation 
which appears in the screen. 
The subtitler has to understand the plot and what is being said in the origina l 
content and translate it as appropriately and accurately as possible. Subtitler only 
has a limited number of characters per subtitles (usually 36-40 characters), thus the 
subtitler must has a good knowledge in the work of summarizing. The subtitler 
should decide smartly what to render to the viewer and insure about understanding 
of the plot and of the main points. Subtitle has a standard, in making a good subtitle 
there are standard that must be followed. According to Jan Pedersen (2017), he has 
classified the standard into The FAR model (functional equivalence, acceptability, 
and readability). 
2. Process of Translation 
Translation process is process transferring meaning from Source Language 
(SL) into Target Language (TL). There are some steps in the process of translation. 
Nida and Taber (1969) have three main steps in translation process, there are 
analysis, transfer, and restructure. The steps are drawn in diagram as follows: 
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Source Language Text  Target Language Text 
  
First, analysis is the process of understanding the message and the meaning 
of the source text, and translator should know about language structure such as 
grammar and semantic, and also the culture. Second, transfer is process when the 
data from the source text are transferred into target text. The translator must find 
the conformity between two languages in order to the message can deliver well. 
Third, restructure is the process when material is restructured to make the text and 
message acceptable by the readers. For example : Tangado Haid! (Source text) -> 
Command from the chairman (Analysis) -> Transfer ->Giving order to troops 
during the war (Restructure) -> Hold (your) position!/ Tahan Posisi! (Target text) 
3. Invented Language 
 
  There are some expert that describe the definition of invented language. 
Adelman (2013) stated that constructed languages are best defined by their 
opposites : natural or ethnic languages. Invented language is a language that is not 
naturally exist but deliberately created by someone or group for a particular purpose 
that usually can be found in work or fiction. It can be novel, film, or even in a game.  
Analysis  
Restructure  
Transfer  
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While Peterson (2015) stated that invented language is any language that 
has been consciously created by one or more individuals in its fullest form, so long 
as either the intent or the result of the creation process is a fully functional linguis t ic 
system. 
4. Elvish Language  
 
Elvish languages are constructed languages used by Elves in a fantasy 
setting. J. R. R. Tolkien created many languages for his Elves, which eventuated in 
the creation of a mythology (expounded in his books), complete with races, to speak 
the languages he had constructed. The phonology and grammar of Quenya are 
strongly influenced by Finnish, Latin, Greek and elements of ancient Germanic 
languages, and Sindarin is strongly influenced by Welsh. The language has quickly 
spread among modern day use, resulting in Quenya and Sindarin to become legally 
stated languages. (Solopova, Elizabeth, (2009)). 
There are many works of invented languages that exist in novel, film, or 
even in a game ; (1.) Hymnos Language in games of Ar Tonelico Series in 2006-
2010, a work by Akira Tsuchiya, Language designed with strong focus on 
expressing emotions, used by Reyvateil to chant song magic. (2.) The Valyrian 
languages and Dothraki in Game of Thrones movie by David J Peterson. (3.) Elvish 
Language in The Lord of The Rings novel by J.R.R Tolkien. 
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5.  Translation Strategy to Translate Subtitle 
 .  
Subtitling strategies as the translator’s potentially conscious plans for 
solving concrete translation problems in the framework of a concrete translation 
task. (Krings, 1986:18) Translating subtitle text, dialogue, or utterance in movie is 
not as easy as most people think, there are limitations, constrains and process to 
decide and substitute dictions in source language into target language in order to 
the results do not sound rigid.  In order to get a good subtitle in the movie, the 
subtitler uses subtitling strategy by Gottlieb as the tool to translate the subtitle of 
the movie especially on elvish language translation. Gottlieb (1992) has identified 
ten strategies used in subtitled movies, and which he classifies as expansion, 
paraphrase, transfer, imitation, transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, 
deletion, and resignation.  
Gottlieb’s classification of translation strategies; 
1. Expansion is used when the original text requires an explanation because of some 
cultural nuance not retrievable in the target language.  
Example : 
SL : If I can get accross the river 
TL : Frodo sekarat. Jika  aku bisa menyeberangi sungainya (datum No.15) 
The datum above is expansion because the utterance from source language 
“If I can get accross the river.” which is translated into “Frodo sekarat. Jika  aku 
bisa menyeberangi sungainya” in the target language. The translator added the 
phrase “Frodo sekarat” into target language as the meaning from expansion strategy 
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2. Paraphrase is resorted to in cases where the phraseology of the original cannot be 
reconstructed in the same syntactic way in the target language.  
Example : 
 SL : I thought I had strayed into a dream  
 TL : Sepertinya aku berada dalam mimpi.  
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “I thought 
I had strayed into a dream” which is translated into “Sepertinya aku berada dalam 
mimpi” in the target language. The subtliter was changed the structures of the 
utterance in the subtitle in order to make it easier to be understood and acceptable 
for the audience. 
3. Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source text completely and 
accurately.  
Example : 
SL : I will take him 
TL : Aku akan membawanya.  
The datum above is transfer strategy because there were translated literally 
and there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change 
the meaning in both elvish language and english subtitle and refer to the same 
meaning. 
4. Imitation maintains the same forms, typically with names of people and places.  
Example : 
SL : We have to find Bandi 
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TL : Kita harus menemukan Bandi 
Bandi was name of person, therefore the subtitler does not translate it. 
5. Transcription is used in those cases where a term is unusual even in the source 
text, for example, the use of a third language or nonsense language.  
Example : 
SL : Flow waters of loudwater against the Ringwraiths! 
TL : Arus air yang deras melawan iblis cincin. 
The word “Ringwraiths!” was translated into “iblis cincin” but there is no 
word that has the same meaning with “Ringwraiths”, thus the subtliter make a new 
word to translate the word. 
6. Dislocation is adopted when the original employs some sort of special effect, e.g., 
a silly song in a cartoon film where the translation of the effect is more important 
than the content. 
Example :   
SL: Spider-pig, spider-pig, can he swing from a web ? No, he can‟t he„s a pig! 
TL: Babi labalaba, babi labalaba, dapatkah dia berayun darijaringnya? Tidak 
bisa, dia seekor babi. (The Simpsons Movie, 2007) 
It could be seen that the translator translates it word-to-word without 
changing the content because the effect is more important. 
7. Condensation would seem to be the typical strategy used, that is, the shortening of 
the text in the least obtrusive way possible.  
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Example : 
SL : Doorway of the Dwarf-folk listen to the word of my tongue 
TL : dengarkan ucapan lidahku.  
The word “Dwarf-folk”  means a dwarf kingdom in the story but the 
subtliter does not translates “Dwarf-folk” in the target language. 
8. Decimation is an extreme form of condensation where perhaps for reasons of 
discourse speed, even potentially important elements are omitted.  
Example :  
SL : You're not, by any chance, referring to Jack, are you? 
TL : Maksud anda Jack? 
The phrase “You‟re not, by any chance, referring to Jack, are you?” was 
translated “Maksud anda Jack?” It was not translated word-to-word because it was 
represented by “are you?” which in TL could be translated “maksud anda?”. 
9. Deletion refers to the total elimination of parts of a text.  
Example : 
 SL : That‟s enough. 
TL : Cukup. 
The words “that‟s enough” into “cukup”. The word “that‟s” in this term 
carry less semantic meaning; therefore, it can be deleted without changing the 
information to the audience. 
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10. Resignation describes the strategy adopted when no translation solution can be 
found and meaning is inevitably lost.  
Example :  
Dialogue : Beyotch! 
Subtitle : - (No Translation)  
(Malibu‟s Most Wanted, 2004) 
The translator uses resignation strategy when there is no solution in 
translating the meaning of souce text. 
6.  L3 Translation  
 
There are two languages essentially involved in translation, the source text 
(L1) and the target text (L2), there is also a third language (L3) to refer to any other 
language(s) found in the text. L3 may appear in the source text (ST) or the target 
text (TT), actually appearing more frequently in ST. When L3 appears in an 
audiovisual ST, it is possible that L3 is deleted from or adapted to the TT. L3 might 
be rendered in the ST, depending on factors such as the audience’s familiarity with 
L3 and L3 is an invented language. (Zabalbeascoa,Patrick (2004)). 
Translating a ST that contains a third language is not necessarily more 
constrained than other forms of translation, L3 is simply a textual feature translators 
need to deal with. When L3 is rendered in a ST, translators may adopt different 
attitudes towards the problem, they might delete L3 or reflect it in the target text 
language. 
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There are two types of L3 ; the first one is natural language such as Russian, 
Korean, Greek, etc. The second is invented language such as elvish language and 
Dothraki language (in Game of Thrones movie). In this research, the L1 is English 
as the source text, L2 is Indonesian as the target text, and L3 is Elvish language as 
the source text. The L3 can be source text or target text but the elvish language is 
source text because there is no native speaker in invented language. 
Table 1. Operations for L3 Segments 
 Table : ST [L1+L3ST] -> TT [L2+L3TT] Operation for L3 Segments  
No. Operation L3 TT 
Segments 
L3 TT 
Status 
Possible 
Result/Effect 
1. Delete L3 ST Ø Lost  Standarization  
2. Repeat L3 ST =>L3 
TT (when L3 ST ≠ 
L2) 
L3 TT = L3 
ST 
Kept Function or 
connotation may 
change 
3. Subtitute L3 ST =>L2, 
(when L3 ST ≠ L2) 
Ø 
 
(L3 TT =L2) 
Lost L3 invisibility, or 
L3 quality 
conveyed through 
some L2 strategy 
(e.g. talked about) 
Standarization with 
or without 
compensation 
4. Repeat L3 ST (when 
L3 ST = L2) 
5. Subtitute L3TT≠{L3ST} 
 {L2 } 
L3 TT {≠}L1 
 {=} 
Kept Function or 
connotation may be 
equivalent or 
analogous 
 
B. Previous Studies  
 
This thesis is the original research by the researcher. There are some related  
studies that support and prove the research. The first is Strategies used in the 
translation of interlingual subtitling. Journal of English Studies, 1, 39-49. Ghaemi, 
F & Benyamin, J. (2011). This study was an attempt to identify the interlingua l 
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strategies employed to translate English subtitles into Persian and to determine their 
frequency, as well. The study’s theoretical framework was based on Gottlieb’s 
(1992) classification of subtitling translation strategies. The results indicated that 
all Gottlieb’s proposed strategies were applicable to the corpus with some degree 
of variation of distribution among different film genres. The Similarity is in this 
study the data contain cultural words and discuss about interlingual subtitling. 
While the difference is in this study the data trasfered from english to persian 
language. 
The second is The translation of multilingual films: Modes, strategies, 
constraints and manipulation in the Spanish translations of It’s a Free World. Irene 
De Higes-Andino (2014). This study focuses on a model of analysis which opens 
up a path in the study of the translation of multilingualism in films by establishing 
a relationship between translation modes, translation strategies and constraints. 
Then put the model for analysis to the test in a case study of the dubbing and 
subtitling into Spanish of one British migration and diasporic film, It’s a Free World 
by Ken Loach (2007). The similarity is the study discuss about L3 translation while 
the difference is in this study talked about modes, constraints and manipulation in 
the Spanish translations 
The third is Subtitling Language Diversity in Spanish Immigration Films, 
Volume 58, Irene-Andino, Ana Maria-Rodrigues, Juan Martinez-Sierra and 
Frederic Chaume (2013). This paper presents the results of the second stage of a 
research on the linguistic diversity in Spanish films starring immigrants. While the 
first stage dealt with the original audiovisual texts, it focuses on their subtitled 
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versions in two European languages. To do so, a descriptive and empirica l 
methodology has been followed, the first step of which was the creation of a 
thorough corpus of six Spanish films and their corresponding eight target versions 
(in English and French). The descriptive and microtextual analysis of the 
immigrants’ dialogues found in our corpus allows us to define the translation 
strategies and techniques employed by subtitlers. Finally, some conclusions are 
drawn regarding the ideology behind the cinematographic reflection of immigrants’ 
foreignness. The difference is in this study talked about the linguistic diversity in 
Spanish films starring immigrants while the similarity is the study discuss about L3 
translation. 
The fourth is Constructed Languages and Copyright : A Brief History and 
Proposal for Divorce. Harvard Journal of Law & Technology Volume 27, Number 
2 spring 2014, (Michael Adelman). This study focuses on constructed languages 
that engender their own cultures, and become richer and more robust as more people 
learn them. The difference is the study talked about many work of invented 
language not just the constructed languages. While the similarity is the study 
discuss about constructed languages, especially elvish language.  
This research is not only focused on translation strategy applied in the 
subtitle of The Lord of The Rings movie Trilogy by Rizal Adam, but this research 
also analyze the L3 translation operation of elvish language in the subtitle of movie. 
The researcher also tends to analyze the relation between L3 translation and 
translation strategy that has impact in the subtitle. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
 
The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method. Munhall (2007) stated 
that qualitative is researcher attempting to understand experiences, perceptions and 
social interaction must enter into a person’s life-world and let the participant’s 
words and accounts lead the researcher to understanding that would remain hidden 
without deep and open-minded exploration. Relates to the research procedure which 
involves the form of data collection, analysis, and interpretation that is purposed by 
the researcher to the research, this is descriptive qualitative research (Creswell, 
2003)).  
This research uses descriptive qualitative method because “the data in the 
qualitative research is in the form of words or sentences not in the form of number” 
(Sutopo, 2002 : 35). This research focuses on analysis or interpretation of the 
written material in context (subtitle). This paper involved three phases namely 
collect, analyse, and conclude. The researcher collects data by selecting words in 
both English and Indonesian subtitle in Lord of The Rings Movie. The researcher 
also searched references to more understand the topic of the study to consider and 
provide the researcher’s view about this paper. 
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B. Data and Source of Data 
 
Sutopo (2002) stated that source of the data in the research is an object 
where the researcher obtains the data. The researcher decided to choose the Lord of 
The Rings Movies as the source data of this research. The data are elvish language 
in the form of sentences, phrases, clauses and words of the elvish language in the 
movie subtitle that spoken by the characters that tanslated into english subtitle by 
Ryszard Derdzinski and english into indonesian translation by Rizal Adam in the 
form of Fansubtitles. The data were spoken in each unit subtitle on the screen by 
the characters in the Lord of The Rings Movie. The researcher chooses the 
translation by Adam Rizal because the subtitle writing appropriate with the rules in 
making subtitle and also Adam Rizal’s subtitles are in many movie. Thus, the 
reseacher concludes that the subtitler is a famous Fansubtitler in Indonesia, and it 
makes the reseacher interest to analyze Adam Rizal’s subtitle. 
This research analyzes The Lord of The Rings Trilogy that consist of three 
high fantasy adventure films directed by Peter Jackson. They are based on the novel 
The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien. The films are subtitled The Fellowship 
of the Ring (2001), The Two Towers (2002) and The Return of the King (2003).  
C. Instrument 
 
Instrument is the tool of the research, and to identifying the data instruments 
are needed. Moleong (2002:4) stated that the researcher take role as designer, data 
collector, a data interpreter, an analyst, and finally a reporter of the result process 
of the research. The main instrument of the research is the researcher that acts in 
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watching, identifying, classifying, analyzing, and reporting the data of the research. 
Then the other instruments are laptop as the tool that support to write the research, 
the dictionary as the escort the dictions of the research, and the previous studies to 
more understand the topic of the study and to consider and provide the researcher’s 
view about this paper, and etc.  
D. Technique of Collecting  
 
The researcher used documentation and observation technique to collect the 
data. Documentation method is looking for the data about things or variables which 
are in the form of notes, transcription, book, newspaper, magazine, leafs etc. 
(Arikunto, 2002: 206). The researcher used documentation method to get any 
sentence, phrases, clauses and words of the elvish language in the movie subtitle to 
support in collecting the data. Documentation in a method used in scientific 
research in order to collect the data by using document. This method can be used to 
examine and interpreting something (Moleong, 2009). The data of this research are 
collected by using Elvish Language. Meanwhile, observation which becomes a 
scientific tool and a method of data collection for the researcher, when it serves a 
formulated research purpose, is systematically planned and recorded and is 
subjected to checks and controls on validity and reliability. Under the observation 
method, the information is sought by way of investigator’s own direct observation 
without asking from respondent (Kothari, 2004:96). 
(Patton, 2002) stated that qualitative content analysis can be used to analyze 
various types of data, but generally the data need to be transformed into written text 
before start the analysis. If the data come from existing texts, the choice of the 
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content must be justified by what you want to know. In content analysis the 
researcher collect the data by analyzing the content of the elvish language into 
English subtitle and English subtitle into Indonesia subtitle by Rizal Adam Fansub. 
The data in this research were taken from The Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy. 
There are several steps used by the researcher to observe the data ; 
1. The researcher searched about elvish language to get some information and visited 
The Lord of The Rings Movie’s web on the Internet  
2. The researcher asked the lecturer in English Literature Department to get some 
more information about elvish language 
3. The researcher downloaded The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy and Rizal 
Adam’s subtitle of the movie 
4. The researcher watched the movie with the subtitle of Rizal Adam 
5. The researcher identified elvish language and took screen shots on the screen  
6. The researcher notes the sentence, phrases, clauses and words of the elvish language 
in the movie subtitle. 
7. The researcher made a table to identify and verify the data 
8. The researcher analyzed the data through L3 translation and subtitle strategy 
9.  The researcher analyzed the relation between L3 translation and subtitle strategy 
that has impact in the subtitle 
10. The researcher gives code on the classification data as the below:  
Code : 1/ TFR /00:00:34,400->00:00:36,400 
The number of datum  : 1 
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Title of the movie series : TFR    :  
Time of the subtitle  : 00:00:34,400->00:00:36,400 :  
The researcher presents the data in chapter fourth in order to prove the 
analysis of the researcher. The data are classified and served in the form of table. 
E. Data Validation 
  
Validation means that the researcher has to make sure the data which are 
relevant to the subject matter of the research. Data validation are required to check 
the validity of the data. In this research, the researcher uses validator to validate the 
data. The researcher uses practitioner or people who know the elvish language very 
well as validator of the data research. The researcher involved a reliable validator 
which is very qualified person and be able to provide supporting dealing data with 
L3 translation and translation strategy. The researcher asks Mr. Dr. Luthfie Arguby 
Purnomo, S.S, M.Hum as the expert to validate the data. The expert examined and 
gave some corrections towards the data. He has the background knowledge about 
elvish language that support him to validate the data. He is the lecturer of English 
Letters of  The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. The researcher uses validator 
because it is not easy to find person who knows very well about elvish language 
and it is more effective for the research. 
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F. Technique of Analyzing the Data 
 
The researcher analyzes the data by using the analysis model by spradley in  
(Sutopo 2016) the technique of analyzing data consists of four steps, namely 
domain, analysis, taxonomic analysis, componential analysis, and discovering 
cultural themes. 
1. Domain Analysis 
The first step is the researcher distinguish the facts in the form of data or not 
data, in this research the data of elvish language are collected in The Lord of The 
Rings Movie Trilogy. Domain Analysis is used by the researcher to analyze and 
specify which one is the datum or not the datum 
2. Taxonomic Analysis  
The second step is the researcher organizing the data by clarifying the data 
based on scientific categories. All the data are classified based on the problem 
statements of the research. In this research all the data are classified based on the 
elvish language dialogues that is used in The Lord of The Ring Movie Trilogy. In 
taxonomic analysis, the researcher conducts two process of analyzing the data. 
First, elvish language data are classified based on Zabalbeascoa’s theory of 
rendering operation of L3 translation. Second, each datum is analyzed its subtitling 
strategies by Gottlieb’s Theory. 
3. Componential Analysis 
The third step is analyzing the data which were organizing and connecting 
the data based on domains, forms, types, and functions. Componential anaylis is 
aims to obtain the point between categories in the domain and taxonomic categories 
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to obtain pattern between categories. By this step, the researcher can answer the 
problem statements of the research. 
4. Discovering Cultural Themes 
In this step, the researcher draws a conclusion comprehensively by 
examining the correlation between the findings, and the analysis of the data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
This chapter is the main part of the research which presents findings and 
discussion that will answer the problems statement stated in first chapter. In the first 
part, the researcher analyze the data related to the subtitle strategies. It is used 
Gottlieb’s theory of subtitling strategies to analyze the strategy of subtitle that used 
by subtitler in The Lord of The Rings movie Trilogy. Then the analysis of the data 
of the invented language, elvish language translated into English and Indonesia. 
The next part will focus on the rendering operations of L3 Translation by using 
Zabalbeascoa’s theory in translating the elvish language into English and Indonesia 
in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found 6 strategies (Elvish 
to English) and 5 strategies (English to Indonesia). Meanwhile, in the rendering 
operations, the researcher found 2 operations. 
A. Research Findings  
The tables below provided to present frequencies of the data found based on 
the subtitling strategies and the operations of L3 translation. In order to get the 
objective, the data were classified based on types of subtitling strategies and 
rendering operations. In order to get the correctness of the subtitling strategy, the 
researcher have discussed with Mr. Dr. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, S.S, M.Hum as 
the expert to validate the data. The expert examined and gave some corrections 
towards the data. 
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The table 2 and 3 below present the findings of subtitling strategies with 
percentage in relevance with operations of L3 translation in Elvish to Indonesia and 
in English to Indonesia subtitle. 
 
Table 2. The data Classifying Analysis in Elvish to English 
 
No. Subtitle 
Strategies 
Frequency Percentage Operations 
Deletion Substitution 
1. Transfer 75 63% 2,3,4,5,6,17,18
,19,20,22,23, 
25,36,37,39,40
,41,42,43,44, 
47,52,90,91,92 
,93,94,96,103, 
112,118 
8,9,10,12,16,29,30,
31,34,35,45,46,48,
49,55,56,57,59,61,
65,66,67,72,74,76,
77,79,82,83,88,95,
97,98,102,105, 
106,108,110,111, 
113,114,115,116, 
117 
 
2. Paraphrase 34 28,5% 50,51,53,54, 
119 
 
7,11,13,14,26,28, 
32,33,58,60,62,63, 
68,69,70,71,73,75, 
78,80,81,84,85,86, 
87,99,101, 107,109 
 
3. Transcription 4 3% 21,24,38 27 
4. Deletion 4 3%  15,64,100,104 
5. Condensation 2 1,7% 1,89  
Total 119 100%  
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Table 3. The data Classifying Analysis in English to Indonesia 
 
No. Subtitle 
Strategies 
Frequency Percentage Operations 
Deletion Substitution 
1. Transfer 99 63% 1,2,3,4,5,6,17,
18,19,20,22,23
,25,36,40,42, 
43,44,47,50,51
,52,53,54,89, 
90,91,92,93,94
,96, 112,118 
7,8,9,10,12,13,14, 
16,26,28,29,30,32,
33,34,35,45,46,48, 
49,55,56,57,58,59,
61,64,65,66,67,60,
63,68,69,70,71,72, 
73,74,75,76,77,79,
82,83,88,81,84,85,
86,87,95,98,99,101
,104,106,108,109, 
110,111,113,114, 
115,116,117 
2. Paraphrase 11 28,5% 39,103,119 
 
11,27,31,62,78,80,
107,105 
3. Expansion 4 3%  15,97,100,102 
4. Transcription 3 2,5% 21,24,38  
5. Condensation 2 1,7% 37,41  
Total 119 100%  
 
The table 4 below presents the subtitling strategies in translating Elvish into 
English subtitle in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. 
Table 4. The frequencies of subtitle strategies in Elvish to English 
 
No. Subtitle Strategies Frequency Percentage 
1. Transfer 75 63% 
2. Paraphrase 34 28,5% 
3. Transcription 4 3% 
4. Deletion 4 3% 
5. Condensation 2 1,7%% 
Total 119 100% 
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Based on the table 4 above, the subtliter applies five subtitling strategies in 
translating Elvish into English subtitle in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings 
Movie Trilogy. The strategies used to translate the data are : Paraphrase, Transfer, 
Transcription, Condensation, and Deletion. The table shows that Transfer is the 
most translation strategy used by subtliter. The table describes of each strategy 
below : 
1. Transfer Strategy ; there are 75 data (63%) of  transfer strategy used to translate 
Elvish into English subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses this 
strategy for 75 times in translating Elvish language in the movie. This is the most 
strategy used by subtliter in translating Elvish language in the movie. 
2. Paraphrase strategy ; there are 34 data (28,5%) of  paraphrase strategy used to 
translate Elvish into English subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses 
this strategy for 34 times in translating elvish language in the movie. This strategy 
is the second rank used by subtliter in translating Elvish language in the movie. 
3. Transcription Strategy ; there are 4 data (3%) of  transcription strategy used to 
translate Elvish into English subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses 
this strategy for 4 times in translating Elvish language in the movie. This strategy 
with deletion is the third rank used by subtliter in translating Elvish language in the 
movie. 
4. Deletion Strategy ; there are 4 data (3%) of  deletion strategy used to translate Elvish 
into English subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses this strategy for 
4 times in translating elvish language in the movie. This strategy with transcription 
is the third rank used by subtliter in translating Elvish language in the movie. 
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5. Condensation Strategy ; there are 2 data (1,7%) of  condensation strategy used to 
translate Elvish into English subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses 
this strategy for 1 time in translating elvish language in the movie. This strategy is 
the least or the fourth rank used by subtliter in translating Elvish language in the 
movie. 
The table 5 below presents the subtitling strategies in translating English 
into Indonesia subtitle in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. 
Table 5. The frequencies of subtitle strategies in English to Indonesia 
No. Subtitle Strategies Frequency Percentage 
1. Transfer 99 83% 
2. Paraphrase 11 9,2% 
3. Expansion  4 3% 
4. Transcription 3 2,5% 
5. Condensation 2 1,7% 
Total 119 100% 
 
Based on the table 5 above, the subtliter applies five subtitling strategies in 
translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings 
movie trilogy. The strategies used to translate the data are : Expansion, Paraphrase, 
Transfer, Transcription, and Condensation. The table shows that Transfer is the 
most  translation strategy used by subtliter. The table describes of each strategy 
below : 
1. Transfer strategy ; there are 99 data (83%) of  transfer  strategy used to translate 
English into Indonesia subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses this 
strategy for 99 times in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the movie. This 
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is the most strategy used by subtliter in translating English into Indonesia subtitle 
in the movie. 
2. Paraphrase strategy ; there are 11 data (9,2%) of  Paraphrase  strategy used to 
translate English into Indonesia subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter 
uses this strategy for 11 times in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the 
movie. This strategy is the second rank used by subtliter in translating English into 
Indonesia subtitle in the movie. 
3. Expansion strategy ; there are 4 data (3%) of  expansion  strategy used to translate 
English into Indonesia subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter uses this 
strategy for 4 times in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the movie. This 
strategy is the third rank used by subtliter in translating English into Indonesia 
subtitle in the movie. 
4. Transcription strategy ; there are 3 data (2,5%) of transcription strategy used to 
translate English into Indonesia subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter 
uses this strategy for 3 times in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the 
movie. This strategy is the fourth rank used by subtliter in translating English into 
Indonesia subtitle in the movie. 
5. Condensation strategy ; there are 2 data (1,7%) of  condensation strategy used to 
translate English into Indonesia subtitle. The percentage proves that the subtliter 
uses this strategy for 2 times in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the 
movie. This strategy is the fifth rank used by subtliter in translating English into 
Indonesia subtitle in the movie. 
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Table 6. The frequencies of L3 Translation Operations 
 
 
 
 
The table of L3 translation operations finding above presents that 
substitution appears more than deletion with number of frequency 65% (78) of the 
data. Meanwhile, deletion gains 35% (41) of the data. It shows that the subtliter 
tends to use substitution in L3 translation operations rather than using deletion. 
B. Discussion  
 
1. Subtitling Strategies in Elvish to English 
 
The first objective in this research is subtitling strategies of the Elvish to 
English subtitle in The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. The following discussion 
is about five strategies that are applied by the subtliter. There are ; Transfer, 
Paraphrase, Transcription, Deletion, and Condensation. The researcher gives some 
example of the data for each kind of strategies. There are discussed in the 
explanation below. 
a. Transfer 
Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source text completely and 
accurately. The subtliter translates the utterances by literal word and there is no 
addition or deletion in the utterance. Transfer is the most subtitle strategy used by 
subtliter in translating elvish language in the movie. The data were taken in The 
Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found 75 (63%) data that used 
No. Operation Frequency Percentage 
1. Substitution 78 65% 
2. Deletion 41 35% 
Total 119 100% 
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transfer strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that used transfer 
strategy in Elvish to English subtitle :  
1. SL/L3 : Han mathon ne nen 
TL/L1 : I can feel it in the water (datum No.2) 
2. SL/L3 : Han mathon ne chae (datum No.3) 
TL/L1 : I can feel it in the earth 
3. SL/L3 : A han noston ned wilith (datum N0.4) 
TL/L1 : I can smell it in the air 
 
 The data above are transfer strategy because there were translated litera lly 
and there were no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not 
change the meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle. In these cases the 
data become interesting because used Quenya language in Elvish. Quenya is 
language that has high position and used by strong people or noble. These utterances 
were spoken by Galadriel who has strong position in the race of elf, it is also become 
a way how Tolkien shows the great character in the story. 
4. SL/L3 : Tangado haid! 
TL/L1 : Hold positions! (datum No.5) 
5. SL/L3 : Leithio i philinn! 
TL/L1: Fire the arrows!! (datum No.6) 
6. SL/L3 : Lasto beth nin 
TL/L1 : Hear my voice (datum No.8) 
7. SL/L3 : Tolo dan nan galad 
TL/L1 : Come back to the light. (datum No.9) 
8. SL/L3 : Dartho guin Beriain. 
TL/L1 : Stay with the Hobbits. (datum No.10) 
9. SL/L3 : Nin o Chithaeglir 
TL/L1 : Waters of the misty mountains. (datum No.22) 
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10. SL/L3 : lasto beth daer 
TL/L1 : listen to the great word (datum No.23) 
 
The data above is transfer strategy because there were translated literally 
and there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change 
the meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle and refer to the same 
meaning. 
b. Paraphrase 
Paraphrase strategy is resorted when the subtliter does not use the same 
syntactical rules in subtitling the dialogue. On the other hand, the subtliter using 
this strategy to change the structures of the subtitle in order to make it easier to be 
understood for the audience. The data were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie 
trilogy. The researcher found 34 (28,5%) data that used paraphrase strategy from 
119 data. These are translation cases that used paraphrase strategy in Elvish to 
English subtitle :  
1. SL/L3 : Andelu i ven 
TL/L1 : The road is too dangerous (datum No.14) 
Paraphrase because the utterance from source language “Andelu i ven” has 
the extensive meaning, it means “a road that ends in a river and has to cross”. River 
in Elf mythology means something that has a danger. Meanwhile, in the target text 
just took the point. The subtliter uses this strategy to change the structures of subtitle 
in order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier to understand by 
the audience. 
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2. SL/L3 : A si i-Dhuath u-orthor, Aragorn.  
TL/L1 : The shadow does not hold sway yet (datum No.28) 
Paraphrase because the utterance from source language “A si i-Dhuath u-
orthor, Aragorn” has the extensive meaning, it has the relevance with mythology 
where Sauron gives rings to dwarf, elf, and human with a purpose to handle 
anything but, they resist Sauron. In this case Sauron means shadow or darkness, and 
in the English subtitle disposed explain that Sauron is attacked but undefeated. The 
subtliter uses this strategy to change the structures of subtitle in order to make it 
readable for the audience and make it easier to understand by the audience.  
This is interesting when it is translated into Indonesia subttitle, the English 
subtitle wants to show a process against a darkness but in indonesia subtitle does 
not show a process against a darkness. In literal English subtitle means “kegelapan 
itu belum dikalahkan” but in indonesia subtitle it is translated into “kegelapan 
belum berkuasa”. The researcher thinks that both of them have same meaning but 
different perspective. 
3. SL/L3 : Aníron i e broniatha, ad ae periatham  
TL/L1 : I would have her leave these shores (datum No.58) 
Paraphrase because the utterance from source language in elvish language 
means “hall of the hobbit” but in English translated into “shores”. It is make sense 
if the subtliter used visual reference as consideration. The subtliter uses this strategy 
to change the structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and 
make it easier to understand by the audience.  
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This is interesting when it is translated into Indonesia subtitle, because 
“shores” refers to a region in the beach but, in Indonesia subtitle was translated into 
“daerah”, where it is not specific. 
4. SL/L3 : Nadath nâ i moe cerich 
TL/L1 : There is much you have yet to do. (datum No.62) 
Paraphrase because the utterance from source language in elvish language 
means “many hurts or holes that must be healed or covered”, it is a figura t ive 
sentence but, in English subtitle translated to the point because the audience will 
confuse if the subtliter translate it in literal. The subtliter uses this strategy to change 
the structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and make it 
easier to understand by the audience.  
This is interesting where the elvish in figurative sentence translated into 
another language, because in Gottlieb’s theory there is no theory that appropriate 
with it, because in Gottlieb’s theory there is no theory that focuses on changing of 
figurative sentence. 
5. SL/L3 : Ú i vethed nâ i onnad. 
TL/L1 : This is not the end... it is the beginning. (datum No.75) 
Paraphrase because the word ”onnad” from source language in elvish means 
“born”, it is a figurative but in english subtitle translated into “the begining” because 
the audience will confuse if the subtliter translate it in literal. The subtliter uses this 
strategy to change the structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the 
audience and make it easier to understand by the audience. 
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6.  SL/L3 : Si boe ú-dhannathach 
 TL/L1 : You cannot falter now (datum No.80) 
Paraphrase because the utterance impressed there is no other choices or 
“coerce” and in the English subtitle emphasizes on the word “you” where in this 
context means a coward becomes brave because there is an encouragement. The 
subtliter uses this strategy to change the structures of subtitle in order to make it 
readable for the audience and make it easier to understand by the audience.  
7. SL/L3 : Edra le men, men na guil edwen,  
TL/L1 : You have a chance for another life (datum No.84) 
Paraphrase because the utterance from Elvish language emphasizes on the 
word “life” because in The Lord of The Rings a race that is identical to a life is elf 
because they are eternal. This is interesting when this utterance is intended for 
someone who almost surrender to live. The subtliter uses this strategy to change the 
structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier 
to understand by the audience.  
8. SL/L3 : haer o auth a nîr a naeth. 
TL/L1 : away from war… grief … despair (datum No.85) 
Paraphrase because the clause “nîr a naeth” from elvish language means a 
sadness that depletes tear. It is described a process where there is a misery that 
caused by a war and the victims are women and children. The English subtitle in 
the words “grief and despair” is trying to describe a process too but not specifica lly 
on the effect of sadness. The subtliter uses this strategy to change the structures of 
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subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier to 
understand by the audience.  
c. Transcription 
Transcription is used in cases where a term is unusual even in the ST 
cultural. It is used when facing irregular speech such as nonstandard speech, or 
unusual even in ST such as the use of the third language or nonsense language. The 
data were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found  4 
(3%) data that used transcription strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases 
that used transcription strategy in Elvish to English subtitle :  
1. SL/L3 : Rimmo nin Bruinen dan in Ulaer! 
TL/L1 : flow waters of loudwater against the Ringwraiths!   
In the datum No.21 “Ulaer!” is elvish language that has meaning a Sauron’s 
ring that can rule them all but it is not used for a goodness but there is no word that 
has the same meaning with “Ulaer” in the English. Thus, the subtliter translates into 
“Ringwraiths!” or make a new word to translate the word “Ulaer”  
2. SL/L3 : Ned Imladris nauthant e le beriathar aen. 
TL/L1 : She thought in Rivendell you would be safe. (datum No.27) 
“Imladris” means a place in the movie but it does not have any word that 
has the same meaning with it, but in the English subtitle, the subtliter translated into 
“Rivendell”. Thus, the subtliter makes a new word to translate the word “Imladr is”.  
3. SL/L3 : Cuiva nwalca Carnirassë! 
TL/L1 : Wake up cruel Redhorn! (datum No.38) 
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In the story “Carnirassë” is Elvish language that has meaning a monster but 
there is no word that has the same meaning with “Carnirassë” in the English, but in 
the English subtitle the subtliter translated into “Redhorn”. Thus, the subtliter 
makes a new word to translate the word “Carnirassë”. 
d. Deletion 
Deletion strategy is used by the subtliter to eliminate the part of the text 
which carry less semantic meaning. Therefore, it was deleted without changing the 
information from the elvish speech (ST) to the English subtitle (TL) audience. The 
data were taken in The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. The researcher found  4 
(3%) data that used deletion strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that 
used deletion strategy in Elvish to English subtitle :  
1. SL/L3 : Frodo fir. Ae athradon i hir  
TL/L1 : If I can get across the river (datum No.15) 
The datum above is deletion because the clause “Frodo fir” which means 
Frodo is dying was not translated and even omitted by the subtliter but without 
changing the message of the utterance. 
2. SL/L3 : Aragorn, nad no ennas! 
TL/L1 : Something's out there!(datum No.64) 
The datum above is deletion because the word “Aragorn” which means 
addressing to Aragorn was not translated and even omitted by the subtliter but 
without changing the message of the utterance. 
3. SL/L3 : Aragorn, nedin dagor hen ú-'erir ortheri. 
TL/L1 : They cannot win this fight (datum No.100) 
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The datum above is deletion because the word “Aragorn” which means 
addressing to Aragorn was not translated and even omitted by the subtliter but 
without changing the message of the utterance. 
e. Condensation 
Condensation refers to the shortening of the text to avoid miss 
understanding, it eliminates the least important words thus the translation become 
shorter but does not lose the meaning and still acceptable to the audience. The data 
were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found  2 (1,7%) 
data that used condensation strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that 
used condensation strategy in Elvish to English subtitle :  
1. SL/L3 : I amar prestar aen 
TL/L1 : The world is change! (datum No.1 and 89) 
The datum above is condensation because actually has the extensive 
meaning, it means “a world is certainly changed, but it depends on how to prepare 
before face the changed of the world. Because there is limit space and the meaning 
is too long, thus the subtliter just took the point of the sentence. 
2. Subtitling Strategies in English to Indonesia 
 
This is still the first objective in the research, it analyses subtitling strategies 
of the English to Indonesia subtitle in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The 
following discussion is about five strategies that are applied by the subtliter. There 
are ; Expansion, Paraphrase, Transfer, Transcription, and Condensation. The 
researcher gives some example of the data for each kind of strategies. There are 
discussed in the explanation below. 
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a. Transfer 
Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source text completely and 
accurately. The subtliter translates the utterances by literal word and there is no 
addition or deletion in the utterance. Transfer is the most subtitle strategy used by 
subtliter in translating Elvish language in the movie. The data were taken in The 
Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found 99 (83%) data that used 
transfer strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that used transfer 
strategy in English to Indonesia subtitle: 
1. SL/L1 : The world is changed 
TL/L2 : Dunia berubah (datum No.1) 
2. SL/L1 : I can feel it in the water 
TL/L2 : Aku merasakannya di air (datum No.2) 
3. SL/L1 : I can feel it in the earth. 
TL/L2 : Aku merasakannya di bumi. (datum No.3) 
4. SL/L1 : I can smell it in the air 
TL/L2 : Aku menciumnya di udara (datum No.4) 
5. SL/L1 : Tangado haid! 
TL/L2 : Tahan posisi! (datum No.5) 
6. SL/L1 : Hear my voice 
TL/L2 : Dengar suaraku (datum No.8) 
7. SL/L1 : Come back to the light. 
TL/L2 : Kembalilah ke cahaya. (datum No.9) 
8. SL/L1 : Stay with the Hobbits 
TL/L2 : Tetaplah bersama para Hobbit (datum No.10) 
9. SL/L1 : I’m the faster rider.  
TL/L2 : Aku penunggang kuda yang lebih cepat. (datum No.12) 
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10. SL/L1 : I will take him 
TL/L2 : Aku akan membawanya. (datum No.13) 
 
The data above is transfer strategy because there were translated literally 
and there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change 
the meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle and refer to the same 
meaning. 
11. SL/L1 : I would have her take the ship to Valinor.  
TL/L2 : Dia akan menaiki kapal menuju ke Valinor. (datum No.60) 
The utterance from source language “I would have her take the ship to 
Valinor” which is translated into “Dia akan menaiki kapal menuju ke Valinor” in 
the target language. In English subtitle it is impressed that Arwen is raised to the 
ship by someone else but in Indonesia subtitle it is impressed that Arwen boards the 
ship by her own desire. The datum above is transfer strategy because there were 
translated literally and there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This 
strategy does not change the meaning in both elvish language and English subtitle 
and refer to the same meaning. 
12. SL/L1 : Did you think you could slip away at first light, unnoticed? 
TL/L2 : Kau kira bisa menyelinap pergi saat subuh tanpa terlihat? (datum No.67) 
 The datum above is transfer strategy because there were translated literally 
and there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change 
the meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle and refer to the same 
meaning. The word “minuial” which means “first light” explain that there is  a dark 
when the sun is rise, it is symbolized that there is still a hope when everything will 
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be darkness or destroyed. This is interesting when it is translated into “subuh” in 
the Indonesia subtitle, it makes lost the artistic value of the sentence.  
b. Paraphrase 
Paraphrase strategy is resorted when the subtliter does not use the same 
syntactical rules in subtitling the dialogue. On the other hand, the subtliter using 
this strategy to change the structures of the subtitle in order to make it easier to be 
understood for the audience. The data were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie 
trilogy. The researcher found 11 (9,2%) data that used paraphrase strategy from 119 
data. These are translation cases that used paraphrase strategy in English to 
Indonesia subtitle :  
1. SL/L1 : She thought in Rivendell you would be safe. 
TL/L2 : Ibumu berpikir bahwa kau akan aman di Rivendell. (datum No.27) 
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “She 
thought in Rivendell you would be safe” which is translated into “Ibumu berpikir 
bahwa kau akan aman di Rivendell” in the target language. The subtliter translates 
“she” into “Ibumu” because the subtliter adjust the context of the dialogue. The 
subtliter was changed the structures of the utterance in the subtitle in order to make 
it easier to be understood and acceptable for the audience. 
2. SL/L1 : I thought I had strayed into a dream  
 TL/L2 : Sepertinya aku berada dalam mimpi. (datum No.31) 
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “I thought 
I had strayed into a dream” which is translated into “Sepertinya aku berada dalam 
mimpi” in the target language. The subtliter was changed the structures of the 
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utterance in the subtitle in order to make it easier to be understood and acceptable 
for the audience. 
3. SL/L1 : May your blood-stained horn shall fall upon the enemy-heads 
TL/L2 : Semoga tandukmu dibasahi dengan darah! Jatuh menimpa para musuhmu. 
(datum No.39) 
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “May your 
blood-stained horn shall fall upon the enemy-heads” which is translated into 
“Semoga tandukmu dibasahi dengan darah! Jatuh menimpa para musuhmu” in the 
target language. The subtliter was changed the structures of the utterance in the 
subtitle in order to make it easier to be understood and acceptable for the audience.  
4. SL/L1 : You cannot falter now 
TL/L2 : Kini janganlah kau bimbang. (datum No.80) 
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “You 
cannot falter now” which is translated into “Kini janganlah kau bimbang” in the 
target language. The English subtitle emphasizes on the word “you” where in this 
context means a coward becomes brave because there is an encouragement. 
Meanwhile, in the Indonesia subttitle there is no implication meaning like in 
English subtitle, it is more emphasis on the word “time” and it seems advising, not 
an encouragement. The subtliter was changed the structures of the utterance in the 
subtitle in order to make it easier to be understood and acceptable for the audience.  
5. SL/L1 : Their armor is weak at the neck 
TL/L2 : Kelemahan baju pelindung mereka berada di leher. (datum No.107) 
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Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “Their 
armor is weak at the neck” which is translated into “Kelemahan baju pelindung 
mereka berada di leher” in the target language. The subtliter was changed the 
structures of the utterance in the subtitle in order to make it easier to be understood 
and acceptable for the audience. 
6. SL/L1 : I have kept no hope for myself. 
TL/L2 : Aku akan pergi sendiri. (datum No.119) 
Paraphrase strategy because the utterance from source language “I have kept 
no hope for myself” which is translated into “Aku akan pergi sendiri.” in the target 
language. The subtliter was changed the structures of the utterance in the subtitle in 
order to make it easier to be understood and acceptable for the audience. 
c. Expansion 
Expansion strategy is used by the subtliter when the ST needs an 
explanation because of some cultural nuance not reliable in the target language. The 
subtliter adds explanation in the target language because some cultural references 
from source language does not exist in the target language. The data were taken in 
The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found 4 (3%) data that used 
expansion strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that used expansion 
strategy in English to Indonesia subtitle:  
1. SL/L1 : If I can get across the river 
TL/L2 : Frodo sekarat. Jika  aku bisa menyeberangi sungainya (datum No.15) 
The datum above is expansion because the utterance from source language 
“If I can get across the river.” which is translated into “Frodo sekarat. Jika  aku bisa 
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menyeberangi sungainya” in the target language. The translator added the phrase 
“Frodo sekarat” into target language as the meaning from expansion strategy. The 
subtliter added the phrase “Frodo sekarat” because in the elvish speech, the 
character spoke “Frodo fir” which means “Frodo sekarat”. 
2. SL/L1 : And they should be 
TL/L2 : Memang seharusnya mereka takut (datum No. 97) 
The datum above is expansion because the utterance from source language 
“And they should be.” which is translated into “Memang seharusnya mereka takut” 
in the target language. The translator added the word “takut” into target language 
as the meaning from expansion strategy. 
3. SL/L1 : They cannot win this fight 
TL/L2 : Aragorn, mereka tak bias memenangkan pertempuran ini (datum No.100) 
The datum above is expansion because the utterance from source language 
“They cannot win this fight.” which is translated into “Aragorn, mereka tak bias 
memenangkan pertempuran ini” in the target language. The translator added the 
word “Aragorn” into target language as the meaning from expansion strategy. The 
subtliter added the word “Aragorn” because in the elvish speech, the character 
spoke “Aragorn” which means addressing to Aragorn. 
4. SL/L1 : There is nothing to forgive 
TL/L2 : Tak ada yang perlu dimaafkan, Legolas. (datum No.102) 
The datum above is expansion because the utterance from source language 
“There is nothing to forgive.” which is translated into “Tak ada yang perlu 
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dimaafkan, Legolas” in the target language. The translator added the word 
“Legolas” into target language as the meaning from expansion strategy. The 
subtliter added the word “Legolas” because in the elvish speech, the character spoke 
“Legolas” which means addressing to Legolas. 
d. Transcription 
Transcription is used in cases where a term is unusual even in the source 
language cultural. It is used when facing irregular speech such as nonstandard 
speech, or unusual even in source language such as the use of the third language or 
nonsense language. The data were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. 
The researcher found  3 (2,5%) data that used transcription strategy from 119 data. 
These are translation cases that used transcription strategy in English to Indonesia 
subtitle :  
1. SL/L1 : Flow waters of loudwater against the Ringwraiths! 
TL/L2 : Arus air yang deras melawan iblis cincin. (datum No.21 and 24) 
“Ulaer!” is elvish language that has meaning a Sauron’s ring that can rule 
them all but it is not used for a goodness but there is no word that has the same 
meaning with “Ulaer” in the English. Thus, the subtliter make a new word to 
translate the word “Ulaer”. Then in the Indonesia subtitle it is translated into “iblis 
cincin”, there is no word that has the same meaning with “Ringwraiths”, thus the 
Indonesia subtliter also make a new word to translate the word. 
e. Condensation 
Condensation refers to the shortening of the text to avoid miss 
understanding, it eliminates the least important words thus the translation become 
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shorter but does not lose the meaning and still acceptable to the audience. The data 
were taken in The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy. The researcher found  2 (1,7%) 
data that used condensation strategy from 119 data. These are translation cases that 
used condensation strategy in English to Indonesia subtitle:  
1. SL/L1 : Be still, lie still, hold wrath  
TL/L2 : Tenanglah, tahan amarahmu. (datum No.37) 
The utterance from elvish “Sedho and hodo” mean “be still and lie still” in 
the English subtitle, but just translated into “tenanglah” in the Indonesia subitle. 
Whereas “sedho” means a command to take a rest when you are tired and the 
“hodo” means a command to sit down. 
2. SL/L1 : Doorway of the Dwarf-folk listen to the word of my tongue 
TL/L2 : dengarkan ucapan lidahku. (datum No.41) 
The word from elvish “Nogothrim” translated into “Dwarf-folk”, it means 
a dwarf kingdom in the story, it is become important when use narrative reference. 
In other side it is a possible translator assumes the visual reference where there is 
already a gate of dwarf, thus the subtliter does not translate “Dwarf-folk”. 
3. Operations of L3 Translation  
The second objective in this research is Operations of L3 Translation in 
translating the Elvish language into English and Indonesia subtitle in The Lord of 
The Rings movie trilogy. The following discussion is about two operations that are 
applied by the subtliter. There are ; Deletion and Substitution. This section presents 
the relevance of subtitle strategies and operations of L3 translation. The analyzing 
of data is classified based on the operations of L3 translation and the subtitle 
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strategies into the table. The researcher gives some example of the data for each 
kind of strategies, there are discussed in the explanation below. 
Table 7. The Data Classifying Analysis in Elvish to English 
              Operations of  
                Translation 
Subtitle 
Strategies                    
 
 
Deletion 
 
 
Substitution 
Transfer 2,3,4,5,6,17,18,19,20, 
22,23,25,36,37,39,40, 
41,42,43,44,47,52,90, 
91,92,93,94,96,103, 
112,118 
8,9,10,12,16,29,30,31,34,35
,45,46,48,49,55,56,57,59,61
,65,66,67,72,74,76,77,79,82
,83,88,95,97,98,102,105, 
106,108,110,111,113,114, 
115, 116,117 
Paraphrase 50,51,53,54,119 7,11,13,14,26,28,32,33,58, 
60,62,63,68,69,70,71,73,75,
78,80,81,84,85,86,87,99, 
101, 107,109 
Transcription 21,24,38 27 
Deletion  15,64,100,104 
Condensation 1,89  
 
As shown in the table 7 above, clearly shows the relevance between subtitle 
strategies and the operations of L3 translation. The table shows that the subtliter 
applies five subtitling strategies in translating Elvish into English subtitle in the 
subtitle of The Lord of The Rings movie trilogy.  
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a. The strategies used to translate the data are : Transfer, Paraphrase, Transcript ion, 
Deletion, and Condensation, 
b. Transfer is the most frequent translation strategy in the data classifying analysis that 
applied in substitution and deletion. 
c. Paraphrase and Transfer are more often applied in substitution rather than deletion.  
d. Transcription is more often applied in deletion rather than substitution. 
e. Condensation is only applied in deletion 
f. Deletion is only applied in substitution. 
The researcher gives some example of the data for each kind of L3 
translation operations based on the subtitle strategies that are applied in this 
research. There are discussed in the explanation below. 
1. Translation of Deletion Operations 
The Subtliter applies four subtitling strategies in translating elvish into 
english subtitle, and the subtitle strategies are involved to deletion operations. They 
are ; Paraphrase, Transfer, Transcription, and Condensation. The researcher gives 
some example of the datum for each kind of strategies. There are discussed in the 
explanation below. 
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a. Translation of Deletion Operations with Transfer Strategy 
 
Figure. 1 Screenshot of the Galadriel’s dialogue 
L3 : Han mathon ne nen  
L1 : I can feel it in the water  
 
In the Datum Number 2 above, transfer because it is translated literally and 
there is no addition or deletion in the utterance. This strategy does not change the 
meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
deletion operation because there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes 
the viewer just could know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation 
means that when third language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning 
that  it becomes invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardizat ion. 
Deletion only applied when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the 
dialogue that has no impact to the story. Transfer strategy makes the subtitle same 
syntaxically with the source text and the deletion operation omits the English 
translation (TT). 
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b. Translation of Deletion Operations with Paraphrase Strategy 
 
Figure. 2 Screenshot of the Aragorn’s dialogue 
L3 : Boe ammen veriad lîn. Andelu i ven 
L1 : We need your protection. The road is very dangerous. 
In the Datum Number 50 above, the utterance from source language 
“Andelu i ven” has the mythology meaning that extensive, but in the target text just 
took the point. The subtliter uses this strategy to change the structures of subtitle in 
order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier to understand by the 
audience. Meanwhile, the datum uses deletion operation because there is no English 
subtitle at the screen and it makes the viewer just could know about Indonesian 
translation, and the deletion operation means that when third language presents in 
ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning that it becomes invisible in the text, thus 
there is a linguistic standardization. Deletion only applied when the TT has no 
native speaker and usually applied in the dialogue that has no impact to the story.  
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c. Translation of Deletion Operations with Transcription Strategy 
 
Figure. 3 Screenshot of the Arwen’s dialogue 
L3 : Rimmo nin Bruinen dan in Ulaer! 
L1 : flow waters of loudwater against the Ringwraiths!  
In the Datum Number 21 above, “Ulaer!” meaning a Sauron’s ring that can 
rule them all but it is not used for a goodness but there is no word that has the same 
meaning with “Ulaer” in the English. Thus, the subtliter translates into 
“Ringwraiths!” or make a new word to translate the word “Ulaer”. Meanwhile, the 
datum uses deletion operation because there is no English subtitle at the screen and 
it makes the viewer just could know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion 
operation means that when third language presents in ST could be omitted in the 
TT, meaning that it becomes invisible in the text, thus there is a linguis t ic  
standardization. Deletion only applied when the TT has no native speaker and 
usually applied in the dialogue that has no impact to the story. Transcription strategy 
does not change the subtitle slightly from the source text and the deletion operation 
omits the English translation (TT). 
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d. Translation of Deletion Operations with Condensation Strategy 
 
Figure. 4 Screenshot of the Galadriel’s dialogue 
L3 : I amar prestar aen 
L1 : The world is changed 
 
In the Datum Number 1 above, it is condensation because actually has the 
extensive meaning. But, there is limit space and the meaning is too long, then the 
subtliter just took the point of the sentence. Meanwhile, the datum uses deletion 
operation because there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes the viewer 
just could know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation means that 
when third language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning that  it 
becomes invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardization. Deletion only 
applied when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the dialogue that 
has no impact to the story.  Condensation strategy makes the translation slightly and 
the deletion operation omits the English translation (TT). 
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2. Translation of Substitution Operations 
The Subtliter applies four subtitling strategies in translating Elvish into 
English subtitle, and the subtitle strategies are involved to substitution operations. 
They are ; Paraphrase, Transfer, Transcription, and Deletion. 
a. Translation of Substitution Operations with Transfer Strategy 
 
Figure. 5 Screenshot of the Arwen’s dialogue 
L3 : Tur gwaith nin beriatha hon  
L1 : The power of my people will protect him 
In the Datum Number 16 above, transfer because it is translated literally and 
there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change the 
meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
substitution operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes 
the viewer does not know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle 
covers the English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about 
the L3 (elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then 
applied it to fix the english translation by covering the subtitle. Transfer strategy 
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makes the subtitle same sintaxically with the source text and english subtitle still 
covered by indonesia subtitle. 
b. Translation of Substitution Operations with Paraphrase Strategy 
 
Figure. 6 Screenshot of the Aragorn’s dialogue 
L3 : Aníron i e broniatha, ad ae periatham  
L1 : I would have her leave these shores 
In the Datum Number 58 above, it is paraphrase because the subtliter used 
visual reference as consideration. The subtliter uses this strategy to change the 
structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier 
to understand by the audience. Meanwhile, the datum uses substitution operation 
because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes the viewer does not 
know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle covers the English 
subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about the L3 (elvish) or 
understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then applied it to fix the 
English translation by covering the subtitle. Paraphrase strategy makes the 
translation slightly but a part of English subtitle still covered by Indonesia subtitle. 
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c. Translation of Substitution Operations with Transcription Strategy 
 
Figure. 7 Screenshot of the Elrond’s dialogue 
L3 : Ned Imladris nauthant e le beriathar aen. 
L1 : She thought in Rivendell you would be safe.  
In the Datum Number 27 above, it is transcription because “Imladris” means 
a place in the movie but it does not have any word that has the same meaning with 
it, but in the English subtitle, the subtliter translated into “Rivendell”. Thus, the 
subtliter make a new word to translate the word “Imladris”. Meanwhile, the datum 
uses substitution operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it 
makes the viewer does not know about English translation because the Indonesia 
subtitle covers the English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually 
knows about the L3 (elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) 
and then applied it to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. 
Transcription strategy does not change or make the subtitle slightly from the source 
text and a part of English subtitle still covered by Indonesia subtitle. 
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d. Translation of Substitution Operations with Deletion Strategy 
 
Figure. 8 Screenshot of the Arwen’s dialogue 
L3 : Frodo fir. Ae athradon i hir  
L1 : If I can get accross the river  
In the Datum Number 15 above, it is deletion because the clause “Frodo fir” 
which means Frodo is dying was not translated and even omitted by the subtliter 
but without changing the message of the utterance. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
substitution operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes 
the viewer does not know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle 
covers the English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about 
the L3 (elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then 
applied it to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. Deletion strategy 
makes the translation slightly and English subtitle is not covered by Indonesia 
subtitle. 
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Table 8. The Data Classifying Analysis in English to Indonesia 
              Operations of  
                Translation 
Subtitle 
Strategies                    
 
 
Deletion 
 
 
Substitution 
Transfer 1,2,3,4,5,6,17,18,19, 
20,22,23,25,36,40,42,
43,44,47,50,51,52,53,
54,89,90,91,92,93,94,
96, 112,118 
7,8,9,10,12,13,14,16,26,28, 
29,30,32,33,34,35,45,46,48, 
49,55,56,57,58,59,61,64,65, 
66,67,60,63,68,69,70,71,72, 
73,74,75,76,77,79,82,83,88, 
81,84,85,86,87,95,98,99, 
101,104,106,108,109,110, 
111, 113,114,115,116,117 
Paraphrase 39,103,119 11,27,31,62,78,80,107,105 
Expansion  15,97,100,102 
Transcription 21,24,38  
Condensation 37,41  
 
As shown in the table 8 above, clearly shows the relevance between subtitle 
strategies and the operations of L3 translation. The table shows that the subtliter 
applies five subtitling strategies in translating English into Indonesia subtitle in the 
subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy.  
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a. The strategies used to translate the data are : Paraphrase, Transfer, Transcript ion, 
Condensation, and Expansion  
b. Transfer is the most frequent translation strategy in the data classifying analysis that 
influences the Operations of L3 Translation. 
c. Paraphrase and Transfer are more often applied in substitution rather than deletion.  
d. Transcription and Condensation are only often applied in deletion rather than 
substitution. 
e. Expansion is only applied in substitution. 
The researcher gives some example of the data for each kind of L3 
translation operations based on the subtitle strategies that are applied in this 
research. There are discussed in the explanation below. 
1. Translation of Deletion Operations 
The Subtliter applies four subtitling strategies in translating English into 
Indonesia subtitle, and the subtitle strategies are involved to deletion operations. 
They are ; Paraphrase, Transfer, Transcription, and Condensation. The researcher 
gives some example of the datum for each kind of strategies. There are discussed 
in the explanation below. 
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a. Translation of Deletion Operations with Transfer Strategy 
 
Figure. 9 Screenshot of the Elrond’s dialogue 
L1 : Hold positions!  
L2 : Tahan posisi!  
In the Datum Number 5 above, transfer because it is translated literally and 
there is no addition or deletion in the utterance. This strategy does not change the 
meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
deletion operation because there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes 
the viewer just could know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation 
means that when third language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning 
that  it becomes invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardizat ion. 
Deletion only applied when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the 
dialogue that has no impact to the story. Transfer strategy makes the subtitle same 
syntaxically with the source text and the deletion operation omits the English 
translation (TT). 
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b. Translation of Deletion Operations with Paraphrase Strategy 
 
Figure. 10 Screenshot of the Aragorn’s dialogue 
L1 : Welcome, Haldir 
L2 : Senang bertemu denganmu, Haldir. 
In the Datum Number 103 above, The subtliter was changed the structures 
of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and make it easier to 
understand by the audience. Meanwhile, the datum uses deletion operation because 
there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes the viewer just could know 
about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation means that when third 
language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning that  it becomes 
invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardization. Deletion only applied 
when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the dialogue that has no 
impact to the story. Paraphrase strategy makes the translation slightly and the 
deletion operation omits the English translation (TT). 
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c. Translation of Deletion Operations with Transcription Strategy 
 
Figure. 11 Screenshot of the Arwen’s dialogue 
L1 : Flow waters of loudwater against the Ringwraiths! 
L2 : Arus air yang deras melawan iblis cincin 
In the Datum Number 24 above, “Ulaer!” is elvish language but there is no 
word that has the same meaning with “Ulaer” in the English. Thus, the subtliter 
makes a new word to translate the word “Ulaer” become “Ringwraiths!” Then in 
the Indonesia subtitle it is translated into “iblis cincin”, the Indonesia subtliter also 
make a new word to translate it. Meanwhile, the datum uses deletion operation 
because there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes the viewer just could 
know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation means that when 
third language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning that  it becomes 
invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardization. Deletion only applied 
when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the dialogue that has no 
impact to the story.  
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d. Translation of Deletion Operations with Condensation Strategy 
 
Figure. 12 Screenshot of the Gandalf’s dialogue 
L1 : Doorway of the Dwarf-folk listen to the word of my tongue 
L2 : Dengarkan ucapan lidahku 
In the Datum Number 41 above, The word from elvish “Nogothrim” is 
translated into “Dwarf-folk”, it means a dwarf kingdom in the story, it is become 
important when use narrative reference. In the other side it is a possible translator 
assumes the visual reference where there is already a gate of dwarf thus the subtliter 
does not translate “Dwarf-folk”. Meanwhile, the datum uses deletion operation 
because there is no English subtitle at the screen and it makes the viewer just could 
know about Indonesian translation, and the deletion operation means that when 
third language presents in ST could be omitted in the TT, meaning that  it becomes 
invisible in the text, thus there is a linguistic standardization. Deletion only applied 
when the TT has no native speaker and usually applied in the dialogue that has no 
impact to the story. Condensation strategy makes the translation slightly and the 
deletion operation omits the English translation (TT). 
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2. Translation of Substitution Operations 
The Subtliter applies three subtitling strategies in translating english into 
indonesia subtitle, and the subtitle strategies are involved to substitution operations. 
They are ; Paraphrase, Transfer, and Expansion. 
a. Translation of Substitution Operations with Transfer Strategy 
 
Figure. 13 Screenshot of the Galadriel’s dialogue 
L1 : I fear the grace of Arwen Evenstar will diminish 
L2 : Aku takut keanggunan Arwen Evenstar akan memudar.    
In the Datum Number 57 above, transfer because it is translated literally and 
there is no addition or deletion in the utterances. This strategy does not change the 
meaning in both Elvish language and English subtitle. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
substitution operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes 
the viewer does not know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle 
covers the English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about 
the L3 (elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then 
applied it to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. Transfer strategy 
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makes the subtitle same syntaxically with the source text and English subtitle still 
covered by Indonesia subtitle. 
b. Translation of Substitution Operations with Paraphrase Strategy 
 
Figure. 14 Screenshot of the Aragorn’s dialogue 
L1 : I thought I had strayed into a dream 
L2 : Sepertinya aku berada dalam mimpi 
In the Datum Number 31 above, it is paraphrase because the subtliter was 
changed the structures of subtitle in order to make it readable for the audience and 
make it easier to understand by the audience. Meanwhile, the datum uses 
substitution operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes 
the viewer does not know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle 
covers the English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about 
the L3 (elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then 
applied it to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. Paraphrase strategy 
makes the translation slightly but a part of English subtitle still covered by 
Indonesia subtitle. 
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c.  Translation of Substitution Operations with Expansion Strategy 
 
Figure. 15 Screenshot of the Legolas’s dialogue 
L1 : They cannot win this fight. 
L2 : Aragorn, mereka tak bisamemenangkan pertempuran ini 
In the Datum Number 100 above, the datum is expansion because the 
utterance from source language “They cannot win this fight.” which is translated 
into “Aragorn, mereka tak bias memenangkan pertempuran ini” in the target 
language. The translator added the word “Aragorn” into target language as the 
meaning from expansion strategy. Meanwhile, the datum uses substitut ion 
operation because the subtitles accumulate at the screen and it makes the viewer 
does not know about English translation because the Indonesia subtitle covers the 
English subtitle. The subtitler that used  substitution usually knows about the L3 
(elvish) or understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and then applied it 
to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. Transfer strategy makes the 
subtitle increased from the source text and English subtitle still covered by 
Indonesia subtitle. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This is the last chapter of the research, this chapter consists of conclusions 
and suggestions related to the descriptions and result of analysis as presented in the 
previous chapter. 
A. Conclusion 
The first objectives of this research is to describe and analyze the operations 
of L3 translation found in the Lord of The Rings movie trilogy based on Corrius 
and Zabalbeascoa’s theory. The researcher applies 2 operations in the subtitle of the 
movie. The operations used in the data are : Deletion and Substitution. The 
researcher found 119 data in the subtitle of the movie. Substitution is applied more 
than deletion with number of frequency 65% (78) of the data. Meanwhile, deletion 
gains 35% (41) of the data.  
It shows that the subtliter tends to use substitution in L3 translation 
operations rather than using deletion. The Indonesia subtitler tends to use 
substitution because the subtitler knows and understands about the contextual use 
of L3 (elvish) and then applied it to fix the English translation by covering the 
subtitle. Then by applying the substitution operation, thus the effect that dominantly 
occurs is L3 invisibility or L3 quality conveyed through some L2 strategy where 
the audience can not know the L2 based on L3 or L1 because it becomes invisibil ity 
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or the L2 strategy conveys the L3 quality using the subtitle. It means that the L2 
subtitler try to fix the L1 by covering the subtitle. 
The second objectives of this research is to describe the subtitle strategies 
that are used in subtitle from Elvish language translated into English and Indonesia 
in the Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy based on Gottlieb’s theory. It has 10 
strategies but the researcher found 5 strategies (Elvish to English) and 5 strategies 
(English to Indonesia). The subtliter applies five subtitling strategies in translating 
Elvish into English in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. The 
researcher found 119 data in the subtitle of the movie, with details : Transfer 75 
data (63%), Paraphrase 34 data (28,5%), Transcription 4 data (3%), Deletion 4 data 
(3%) and Condensation 2 data (1,7%).  
Based on the result of the findings, the researcher concluded that Transfer 
is the most strategy that used to translate Elvish into English in the subtitle of The 
Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. This result proves that the subtliter prefer to 
translate the data completely and accurately by literal word. The English subtitler 
tends to use transfer because these movies tell a complicated story from series 1 
until series 3 in very complicated language (Elvish) created by the author Tolkien. 
Thus, the subtitler prefer to translate by transfer in order to the message and 
meaning are conveyed clearly and accurately to the audience. 
The subtliter applies five subtitling strategies in translating English into 
Indonesia subtitle in the subtitle of The Lord of The Rings Movie Trilogy. The 
researcher found 119 data in the subtitle of the movie, with details : Transfer 99 
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data (83%), Paraphrase 11 data (9,2%), Expansion 4 data (3%), Transcription 3 data 
(2,5%), and Condensation 2 data (1,7%). Based on the result of the findings, the 
researcher concluded that Transfer is the most strategy that used to translate English 
into Indonesia in the subtitle of the movie. This result proves that the subtliter prefer 
to translate the data completely and accurately by literal word. The Indonesia 
subtitler tends to use transfer because these movies tell a complicated story from 
series 1 until series 3 in very complicated language (elvish) created by the author 
Tolkien, then the English subtitle already has appropriate translation and does not 
make the Indonesia subtitler in trouble to translate the English subtitle. Thus, the 
subtitler prefer to translate by transfer with the message and meaning are conveyed 
clearly and accurately to the audience. 
Based on the Chapter IV, the researcher concludes that in the Elvish 
language to English subtitle, the substitution operation tends to use transfer and 
paraphrase strategies in the relevance, meanwhile deletion also tends to use transfer 
and paraphrase in the relevance but transfer and paraphrase in deletion are less than 
in the substitution. It proves that English subtitler tends to use transfer and 
paraphrase as the most because the dialogues are complicated in relevance with 
elvish’s myth in the story and many dialogues are used figurative language, the 
subtitler tends to use these strategies in order to make the message and meaning are 
conveyed clearly and accurately to the audience. 
Meanwhile, in the English to Indonesia subtitle, it is same with Elvish 
language to English subtitle where transfer and paraphrase as the most in the 
substitution and deletion operations, but transfer and paraphrase in deletion are less 
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than in the substitution. It proves that indonesia subtitler tends to use transfer as the 
most in substitution operation because the dialogues are complicated in relevance 
with elvish’s myth in the story and many dialogues are used figurative language, 
there is no strategy in Gottlieb’s theory that could classify figurative language and 
also the subtitler knows and understands about the contextual use of L3 (elvish) and 
then applied substitution to fix the English translation by covering the subtitle. 
Thus, the subtitler tends to use transfer strategy in order to make the message and 
meaning are conveyed clearly and accurately to the audience. Then by applying the 
substitution operation, thus the effect that dominantly occurs is L3 invisibility or 
L3 quality conveyed through some L2 strategy where the audience can not know 
the L2 based on L3 or L1 because it becomes invisibility or the L2 strategy conveys 
the L3 quality using the subtitle. It means that the L2 subtitler try to fix the L1 by 
covering the subtitle. 
B. Suggestion 
There are several suggestions that hopefully useful to others who want to 
conduct and develop a research related to this study. 
1. For Translator or Subtitler 
Subtitle strategy or translation technique are required for subtitler when 
translate the source text into target text. Subtitler translates such as names, titles, 
ranks or positions of speakers, names of institutions, road signs, billboards and 
whatever that stay on-screen and are significant to the plot. Subtitle has function to 
deliver messages, idea, and utterances from source language to target language. For 
subtitler, translating subtitle text, dialogue, or utterance in movie is not as easy as 
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most people think, there are limitations, constrains and process to decide and 
substitute dictions in source language into target language in order to the results do 
not sound rigid. The subtitler also needs to know and learn about the background 
culture of the language that used in the movie due to the translation is not just about 
language structure such as grammar and semantic, but also the culture. This is 
required because translator not only must translates the same message from source 
(SL) into target language (TL) without ignore the culture, but also sending a 
meaningful message in order to make the translation could be understood be the 
audience or the reader. 
2. For Students 
This suggestion is intended for students majoring in translation especially 
for who are interested in audiovisual translation that this research is suitable for 
resource about subtitle research and the students could extend the comprehension 
to analyze the subtitling strategy and rendering operations in translating invented 
language in order to increase ability of the students of English Department. 
3. For Other Researchers 
This suggestion is intended to the researchers who are interested in 
translation studies, this research is suitable to apply for, and the researcher hopes 
this research could be useful to improve their research quality in the field of 
subtitling strategy and rendering operations of L3 translation.
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